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1. INTRODUCTION

To cope with the information overload stemming from
with the growth of the Internet and intranets, domain-
speci�c portals such as vertical portals (Vortals) and enter-
prise information portals (EIP) are becoming increasingly
important. Yahoo-like Web directories are still popular as
an interface for organizing selected Web pages. Compared
to robot-based search engines, directories have a small num-
bers of irrelevant documents and are provide an easy user
interface.
As determined by Yahoo Web surfers and the thousands of

volunteers working on the Open Directory Project (ODP1),
however, most directories are maintained manually, and at
a very high cost.

2. AUTOMATED METADATA CRE-

ATION

To reduce the maintenance const, we have been doing
researches on automated metadata creation especially for
semi-automated Web directories [1, 2].
Web contains varieties of information in various page

types. Link-based popularity information such as Google's
PageRank is also useful to eliminate garbage information.
As the Web is rapidly changing, such \trend" information
is also required.
We developed a hyperlink-based approache to automati-

cally derive the following type of metadata. [1, 2]:

� navigation type: menu, links, contents, multi media
�les, ...

� popularity: (link-based) page ranking
� relatedness: link topological distance from pages in the
target domains (communities).

1http://www.dmoz.org/
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� trend: movement of Web site popularities as the gra-
dient of the linear regression of temporal sequence of
page popularities.

Figure 1 is a snapshot of our automated Web directory
(compound category : \Middle East" (area) and \Terror-
ism" (genre)). Figure 2 shows the movement of page popu-
larity ranking of the RAWA page in Afganistan. After the
terrorism in 9/11/2002, you can see the page gained the
popularity.

3. DISCUSSION: CREATION AND

MAINTENANCE OF SEMANTIC

WEB METADATA

As a member of a Semantic Web committee of Interoper-
abiligy Technology Association for Information Processing,
Japan (INTAP 2 ), I am doing research and survey on Web
Metadata, Ontology, and their processing techniques.
To realize the Semantic Web, one of the serious problems

is to create and maintain metadata as the management of
Web directories previously mentioned. For this WWW2002
Semantic Web Workshop, I would like to have discussions
about the meintenance process of the Semantic Web meta-
data:

� How automated approaches are possible for SW Meta-
data?

� How to maintain metadata and ontologies in the
rapidly changing Web world.

� How to �nd authoritative metadata? META tags in
HTML were used as \word spam"s for search engines.
How SW avoid the \metadata spam" problem?
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Figure 1: A compound category of our automated Web directory: \Middle Eest" and \Terrorism"

Figure 2: Movement of popularity ranking of RAWA (Revolutionary Association of the Women in
Afghanistan) home page from Sept. to Nov. in 2001
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